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Abstract 
By means of right congruences, we characterize in a unified way different cla~ical classes of 
rational m-languages. A new congruence associated with an m-automaton is introduced named 
cycle congruence. The family of rational m-languages which have, by morphism, a unique 
minimal recognizing m-automaton is characterized. It appears that for such a minimal m- 
automaton, the cycle congruence coincides with the syntactic ongruence of the recognized 
co-language. We prove that the other ational w-languages have an infinite number of minimal 
automaton. 
Rt.sum~ 
Diff~rentes classes de m-langages sont caract~ri~+~es de mani~re uniforme n afilisant des 
demi-congruences. Nous introduisons une nouveile congruence as u~e ~, un oJ-automate 
appel~e congruence des cycles. Nous caract~risom la famille des m-langages rafionnels qui 
admettent, par homomorphisme, un unique automate minimaL a congruence des cs~cles de ces 
automates est la congruence syntaxique du m-langage reconnu. Les autres m-langages 
rationnels ant une infinit~ d'automates minimaux. 
1. Introduction 
Bfichi [2] first introduced two notions of acceptance of w-languages (languages of 
infinite words) by m-automata nd by congruences (or equivalently, by semigroups) 
He proved that an m-language is accepted by a Bfichi automaton iffit is saturated by 
a finite congruence or equivalently it is a rational m-language. Unlike in [4,11,12], 
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where a classification of rationa! e~-languages is based on ~migroup roperties, we 
characterize h re. in an unified way, the families of deterministic (DRAT), co-deter- 
ministic (Co-DRAT) w-languages and also the family DRA T ¢~ Co-DRA T by means 
of right congruences. These three classes have been studied in [5,15,18,16]. This kind 
ofclmracterization has been used in [6] to establish a canonical bijection between the 
family of deterministic able transition automata and the family of right congruences 
of finite index ~ which satisfy the following properties: 
• Vu, v e ~*, Vw e 2;"." u *- e implies {uw e L o vw e L}.  
• Vx, u, oe~'*, x -. xu ~ xo implies {x(u*v*) m c~ L ~ ~) ~, x(u÷v+) °' ~_ L}. 
Concretely, let L be a rational w-language in £'~ and let RC(L) be the family of the 
right congruences of finite index ~ that satisfies Vu, v • f*, Vw e 2;': u ~ v implies 
{uw ¢ L 4,  vw e L}. We have the following characterizations: 
(i) L e DRAT ¢0. there exists ~. c RC(L) such that Vx, u, v e Z*: x ~ xu -- xv im- 
plies {x(u*v*) ° r~ L ~O ~ x(u+v+~ L}. 
(i i) LeCo-DRAT ¢* there exists ~ e RC(L) such that Vx, u, veE*: x ~ xu ~ xv 
implies {x(u+ v÷ )" f~ L .~ 0 ~ x(u*v*) e' c_ L}. 
(iii) LeDRATnCo-DRAT ¢~ there exists ~ GRC(L) such that Vx, u, veZ,*: 
x ~ xu ~ xv implies {x(u*v*~ ~ L ~ {J ~, x(u*v*) °' ~_ L}. 
The associated eterministic transition table w-automata re described. These 
characterizations are similar to those proposed in 1"5,15,18,16]. 
Next, we imroduee a new congruence associated with an v~automaton: the cycle 
conoruence. The definition of this congruence uses the notion of accepting cycle. 
A cycle is an automaton path whose origin coincides with its end. An accepting cycle is 
a cycle which is "useful" to recognize co-words of the considered rational co-language. 
For a Bfiehi automaton, it means that such a cycle uses one of the elected s~.tes of the 
automaton, for a Mfiller automaton that he set of all the used states of the cycle is an 
element of the acceptance table, and for table transition automata, that the set of all 
the used transitions of the cycle is an element of the acceptance tab!:. So, we defined 
two finite words to be equivalent for the cycle congruence if they have firstly, the same 
computation i  the automaton and secondly, if they can be substituted in the label of 
any cycle without changing the fact that it is an accepting cycle or not. The definition 
of the cycle congruence is identical for Bfichi, Mfiller or table transitions automata. 
Moreover, it can be interpreted as an analogous, for automata, of the syntatic 
congruence defined in [1]: the syntatic ongruence uses the notion of period of 
ultimately periodic words of the considered co-language, this notion naturally corres- 
ponds to those of cycle in automata. 
It is well known that the minimization problem for co-automata is not as simple as 
the one for automata. There are two possible approaches ofthe minimization problem 
for o~-automata. In the first one, an co-automaton is minimal if there is no other 
(o-automatan with strictly less states which accepts the same co-language (such an 
automaton is called s-minimal). The second approach is more algebraic:, an co- 
automatan is minimal if it is irreducible using surj¢ctive automaton morphisms ( uch 
an automaton is called m-minimal). For the languages, the two definitions are 
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equivalent: a language is accepted by a unique minimal deterministic automaton 
which is the homomorphic mage of any other accepting deterministic automaton. 
For rational oJ-!anguages, the two notions of minimizations are different. A rational 
w-language has always a finite number of s-minimal deterministic automata which 
are, obviously, m-minimal, but if a deterministic automaton is m-minimal it is not 
necessarily s.minimal, 
Here, we essentially treat the minimization using deterministic automaton mor- 
phism. Obviously, if an to-language is accepted by a uninue m-minimal deterministic 
table transition automaton (up to isomorphism) then this automaton is s-minimal and 
we say that it is m-minimum. We characterize the rational o~!avtgual, geswhich are 
accepted by a m-minimum deterministic transition table automaton, in this case the 
cycle congruence associated with such an automaton is the syntatic ~ngruence ofthe 
corresponding co-language. This fan,ily is composed by the rationa! e~-ianguages 
L which are recognized by their fight congruence of pzefixes (i.e. the largest right 
congruence of the family RC(L)). Moreover, we prove that all the other rational 
eJ-lunguages admit an itlfinite number of m-minimal automata. 
Section 2 contains preiiminary notions. In Section 3, we characterize various classes 
of rational ~languages by means of fight congruences. In Section 4, ,se study the 
cycle congruence associated with an o~.automatan. Section 5 is devoted to the 
minimization problem for o.~-au~mata. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let • be a finite alphabet. We denote by 2:* and X'~ the sets ofali finite and infinite 
words over 2:, respectively. Let x E 2:*, we denote by Ix[ t_he length ,~ :~o for any 
1 ~< i <~ Ix[, xl is the ith letter ofx  and x[~ the word xt .--xi. The notation x' ~< x or 
x' < x means x' is a prefix, or a proper prefix of x, respectively. For any subset X ~e 0 
of 2:*, we denote X + ~- {xtx2...x~, n >i 1, xiE X}, X* -- X + u {c}, where ~ is the 
empty word, and X '° ~- {xjx2 .-.Vi >~ 1, xt ¢ X\{~}}. 
A language isa subset of X* and a language of infinite words (oJ-language) is a subset 
of 2:'~. We denote by L the complement of a language L and UP(L) the set of its 
ultimately periodic words: UP (L) ~- {xy '° ¢ L, x, y E X + }. An w-language L is rational if 
it is a finite union of ~languages ofthe form C/~ where C, B are rational languages in2:*. 
A transition system T$ is a triple (Q, 1, 6), where Q is a finite set of states, I ,'- Q a set 
of initial states and 6 a transition function, i.e., a partial mapping ofQ × 2: into 2 Q. As 
usual, we extend 6 to Q x 2~* by setting, for all q ¢ Q, a ¢ X and w ¢ ~*, 6(q,~) -- {q} 
and 6(q, aw) = Upc~cq.a~6(p,w). A transition system 7"5 is complete if for any pair 
(q,a)¢Q×X, 6(q,a) is never empty. A transition system TS is deterministic f 
Card(i) = 1 and for any pair (q,a) ¢ Q × 2:, there is at most one state q' in 6(q,a). By 
abuse, we will write 6(q,a) = q', when 7"5 is deterministic. 
Let TS=(Q,i,6) be a transition system. A transition is an element (q,a,q') 
of Q × 2: × Q such that q'¢ 6(q,a). We denote by A the set of transitions of TS. 
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A computation c in 73 is a finRe or infinite sequence 6¢516z--- of transitions, where 
for each i.~5, --(q~, a,. qj + s J ¢ zl. The word w -- aoat '"  is called the label of c and the 
state qo the origin ogc. We use tim notation c(qo.¢;q,,+ t) to denote a finite computa- 
tion c with the origin qo, the end q~÷t and the label w = aoas ...an. 
We denote b.~' "2-fin(c) (resp. Q_injqe)) the set of states which have finitely ffesp. 
infinitely) mny occurrences in c. In tbe same way, we denote by T_fin(c) (resp, 
T_inf(c)) the see of tr;msitions which have a finitely (resp. infinitely) many cccurrencos 
in c. A subset E of Q is coherent .;f !hem exists a computation c with label in UP(~') 
such that Q_inf(c) -- £. A subset TofA is coherent if tbere exists a computation c in 
T$ with label in UP(Z ~) such that T_mf(c) = 7". 
Dcfad¢~ 2.1. A B~hi automaton [2] is a qua_d_ruple ,~' =(Q,I,&E~ where (Q,l,6) is 
a transition system and E a subset of Q. An infinite word w is accepted by Jd if there xists 
a computation c in .~ with the otig;n in ! and the label w such that Q_inf(c) r~ If. ~ O. 
Defudtien 2.2. A Mfiller automaton It0] is a quadruple z~ = (Q, I, tS, g), where (Q, L c5) 
is a transition system and 8 a family of coherent subsees of Q. An infinite word w is 
accepted by z / i f  there xists a computation c in ~'  with the origin in I and the label 
w such that Q_inf(c)E~. 
Z3, A transition table automaton [6] is a quadruple d -- (Q,/, ~, 5"), where 
(Q, l,o') is a transition system and 5" a set of coherent subsets of transitions. An infinite 
word w e ~ '  is accepted by ,~ if there xists a computation c in d with the origin in 
I and the label w such that T_inf(c)c ~'. 
The Bfichi automata nd the Mfiller automata ccept exactly the rational ¢a- 
languages [2,10 9]. The recognition power of Mfiller automata does not decrease if 
one restricts to t~te deterministic ones [19,13, 7]. But it is not the case for Bfichi 
automata: the family of rational ca-languages is the boolean closure of the family of 
o.~-languages accepted by a deterministic Bfichi automaton [2, 5]. The transition table 
automata have the same recognition power as the Mfiller automata, that is, they also 
accept he rational ¢a-langnages and their recognition power does not decrease if we 
only consider the deterministic ones [6]. In the sequel, we denote .~(~) the oJ- 
language accepted by an automaton d .  
Let TS = (Q,/,b) be a transition syst,,~n. A cycle is a finite computation whose 
origin coincide with its end. We denote by q¢ the set of cycles of 73. 
Definition 2A. Let.~'B = (Q,I,~,E), ~/M = (Q,I,6~') and z/~ -- (Q,l,~,Sr) be a Biichi, 
a M~zHer and a transition table automaton, respectively. Their sees of accepting cycles 
are defined as follows: 
¢'(~'e) -- {c(q,~;q)~ lQ_rin(c(q,~;q)) ~ E ~ 0}, 
~g(~fu) = {c {q, w, q} ¢ 9~ ]Q-rink(q, w, q)) ~ 8} 
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and 
~('~/T) = {C(q°W.q) ¢ ~'I T_lin(c(q, w. q)) ~ .~'}. 
Now, let E be a subset of Q0 and ~' be the set of all the coherent subsets E' ~ () such 
that E' c~ E ~ 0. Let ~" be the family of the coherent subsets T ~ A such that there 
exists £ '~ 8 satisfying E' -~ {q ~ Ql(q, a j / )E  T}. We have the following fact. 
Fact 2.~,The B~ehi automoton x/B--(Q,/,6,E), the Mfiller automaton 
dM= (Q, L6,(f) and the transition table automaton ~T = (Q, l ,6 ,~) accept he same 
oJ-lanouaoe and ~(,~/e) = ~(X/M) = (~(,f~T). 
Fact 2,6. Let x lr -~(Q, l ,6,~')  be a table transition automaton. Then, the M~ller 
automaton *,~/M ~-- ((Q x Z x Q) u !,I,6',o"), where 6'((q",b,q),a) = {iq, a,q')l 
q 'e  6(q,a)} and 6'(q,a)-- ~(q,a,q')lq' ¢ 6(q,a), q ~ I} accepts the same (,J-langage as 
=IT. 
Remark 2.7. The two previous facts explain why we use table transition automata 
instead of Mfiller automata: For every Mfiller automaton, there is a table transition 
automaton accepting the same o)-language and having a same transition relation (hut 
a different table), whereas in the converse direction the structure must be changed. For 
instance, consider the following example: Let L = {a:b}*a ~. It is a rational oJ-lan- 
guage and it is accepted by a determi~istic able transition automaton with one state 
and two transitions on this state, respectively, abelled a and b. But, the corresponding 
Mfiller automaton does not accept L and it is easy to see that we always need more 
than two states to build a Mfiller automaton which recognizes this o~-Ianguage. 
Bfichi proved that the rational oJ-languages are characterized by their ultimately 
periodic word5 [2]. 
Lemma 2.8, Lef L, 12 be rational (o-languages. Then 
L~O "~" UP(L~O and L~_12 ~*, UP(L)~_UP(U). 
Let - be a equivalence relation on Z*. We denote by x= the class of the word 
x and we say that - is of finite index if it has a finite number of classes. An 
equivalence r lation - is larger than another equivalence r lation ~. ifVu ¢ X*. we 
have ue =-- u =. A right congruence ~ on Z* is an equivalence r lation satisfying: 
Vu, v ¢ Z*, Yw E Z*, u ~ v implies uw ~ vw. A congruence ~. on Z* is an equivalence 
relation satisfying: Vu, c ¢ X*, Vw, w' c X*, u ~ v implies wcw' ~ wcw'. As usual with 
any congruence ~ on 2~*, we associate a monoid Me and a morphism 
(9 e : ~* --, M,~ defined by Me - {u e, u ¢ Z* } and for any u ¢ Z*, ¢)(u) = u e .  
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Defmitiom 2,9 IB~chi [2]). A congruence ~ on £* saturates an ~language L iff 
for any pair m,f  in A.lr~, we have q~S{m)[m'~l( l )y '~L~O implies 
~p~{m)[,p~{f)] ~' c L. We,also say that M~ and q~, saturate L, 
In a finite semigroup, every element has a power which is an idempotent. So, using 
a congruence of finite index, we can rewrite the previous definition m the i'ollowing 
way. 
Ddaitea 2.10. A congruence offinite index ~ on ~* saturates an w-language L if for 
any pairm, fEM,~ such that mf= m and f "  --f, we have ~p~,l(m)[~p~,l{f)]°' ¢~ L #~ 
implies ~p~t(m)[q~i(f)]~' ~ L. 
Theeln.m 2.11 (Bfichi [2]). An to.language L is rational iff there exists a congruence of 
finite index .~ on 2;* which saturates L. 
llematlk 2.12, It is easy to see that if - and ~. are congruences on 2~* such that 
- saturates L and is larger than ~ then ..~ also saturates L.
Defmillen ZD (Arnold [IJ). Let L f 2;~' and let ~ s be the congruence on 2:* defined 
by 
gV(X, w) E £* x 2;~, xuw ~ L .:~ xt~v E L, 
Vu, v ~ Z*, u :~ sV "~. [Vx,  w, w ~ ~ ~* with ww' ~ ~ x(wuw') m ~ L ~ x(wvw') ~¢ L. 
We denote by M~ the monoid associated with ~,  and q~s:Z*'-' Ms the morphism 
defined by ¥ue'£*, q~,(u)~-u,~,. The congruence ~,  (resp. the monoid M~, the 
motphism ~,) is called the syntactic congruence {resp. monoid, morphism) of L. The 
congruence ~,  is the largest congruence of finite index which saturates a rational 
co-language [I].
3. ceuxmem  
In this section, we characterize classical classes of rational w-languages by means of 
r io t  congruences. We propose different recogni~on criteria by right congruences and 
study the corresponding table transition automata. 
Fact 3.1. There iz a canonical b~t ion  between the family of right congruences offinite 
index and the family of complete deterministic transition systems. 
This canonical bijection is defined in the following way: With any right congruence 
of finite index ~,  we associate a deterministic ransition system TS.. ~ (Q ~, I~, 6~ ), 
where O ~ = {x.., x e 2;* }, 1.. --- {~ }, 6 .. is the function from Q .. × 2; to Q ~ defined 
by V(x. ,a)¢ Q.. × 2;, 6.. (x.. ,a) -- (xa)~. With any deterministic transition system 
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7"5 = (Q+ {¢o }, 6), we associate a right congruence ~ ¢~ defined by Yu, v E 2~*, u -- e v iff 
6(qo, u) = 6(qo, v}. The right congruence ~e is of finite index. 
it is easy to see that the right congruence associated with IS.. is exactly .,. and, 
conversely, that the transition system associated with -- o is IS. 
Oefimltlon 3.2 [Le Sa~c [7]). We say that a fight congruence -- on ~* saturates an 
o~-Ianguage L if the following properties hold: 
(I) V(u, c) ¢ 2~* x 2~*, Yw ¢ 2Y~: u ",. v implies {uw ¢ L *:. vw ~ L}. 
(2) V(x, u, v) ¢ Z* × f*  x ~:*, x ~ xu ~ xv implies {x(u + v ÷ ~ f~ L ~ 0 ~, x(u* c* 
Definition 3.3. Let L be a rational to-language. We denote by o/~ = 
(Q.., L. ,6~ ,.~'.. ) the deterministic transition table automaton associated with --, 
where (Q.. ,L. ,6~ ) is the deterministic trat~sition system IS., and ~'~ --- {t-inf(c), 
where c is a computation with the origin e.. and the label in UP{LJ}. 
If -.- is of finite index and saturates L, then this transition table automaton 
~1.. accepts L [7]. 
The following result has been established in [7"J. 
Theorem 3,4. Let L be a rational to.language and ~., be a right congruence of finite 
index saturating L. 
(1) There exists a unique (up to isomorphism) complete deterministic table transition 
automaton ~,  accepti~g L such that ~ Q ..~ ,.-. 
(2) The right congruen¢, -- q associated wit.~ any deterministic B~chi. MfiUer or table 
transition automaton accepting L. saturates L. 
Remark 3.5. The previous result has an immediate corollary. If L ~RA 7", then there 
exists a right congruence of finite index saturating L. The converse does not hold. 
Consider, for instance, the following oJ-language proposed by Staiger, L= 
U,~.u.rcz, w{u,v} '~. This to-language is not regular (it is different from X ~' and its 
ultimately periodic words are those of X'~), but it is saturated by the trivial right 
congruence with one Class X*. 
Remark 3.6. This result establishes a canonical bijection between the family of the 
complete deterministic table transition automata which accept a given rational 
to-language and the family of right congruences of finite index which saturate this 
to-language. 
The first part of Theorem 3.4 does not hold for deterministic Mfiller automata: the 
right congruence ~ having only one class {a, b}* saturates the o.,-language {a. b}*a ~, 
but it does not enable us to build a deterministic Mfiller automaton d~t such that 
"- = ~ a (see Remark 2.7). 
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Definition 3.7. A right congruence ~ on £* is a Landweber right congruence saturat- 
ing L if the following conditions hold: 
(1) V(u,v)¢£* x£*, Vwe ~:  u -,. v implies {uw¢~ L ,~ vwe L}. 
(2) V(x,u,v) ~ Z* x £* x£*,  x ~ xu ~ xv implies {x(u*v*) ~~ L ~ 0 =, x(u*v+) ~' 
/.,}. 
3,8, We say that a transition table automaton ,~ = (Q, !, 6 ,~)  is cyclically 
open if.~" contains together with every element T all its coherent supersets T' _ T. 
This property has been introduced in [5] for MQIler automata. 
l "kocem 3.9. Let L be a rational ¢o-lanouaoe. The following three conditions are 
equivalent: 
(!) L~I )RAT.  
(2) Ever), right congruence of  finite index that saturates L is a Landweber ight 
cor.gruence. 
(3) Every deterministic, transition table automaton that accepts L is cyclically open, 
Prmf. The equivalence (I) 4,. (3) has been proved in [6]. Now, we prove that {2) 
• ~" {3). 
Assume that (2) holds and let d - - (Q,{qo},6 ,~)  be a complete deterministic 
transition table automaton accepting L and let -, o be the right congruence associated 
with z~¢. From Theorem 3.4, it is of finite index that saturates L. So, by hypothesis, it is 
also a Landweber right congruence which saturates L. 
Let us prove that ,~ is cyclically open. Let (T, T')E ,~" × 2 ~ such that T u T' is 
coherent. Then T and T" have a common state x .  Q. 
By definition, there exists a computation ct. with the origin ~~ • and the label xu ~' 
such that u ¢ 2~ + and x ... ¢xu  and T_inf(c~) = T. There also exists a computation G-
with origin ~~ ¢ and label xv ~ such that v ¢ 2; ÷ and x ~ 0 xv and T_inf(c~) ---- T'. Since 
x~xu~xv and "~z is a Landweber right congruence, we have 
{xu ~ ~ x~.u*~*g" ~ L ~ 0 ~, x(u÷v +)~' =_ L}. Since .a/is deterministic, x(uv) ~' ~ L 
implies that T u T' c.~" and ..q/is cyclically open. 
Conversely, assume that property (3) holds and let ~ be a right congruence of 
finite index that saturates a rational w-language L and let 
~ ~{Q- • {qo ~ }, 6- • 5"~ ) be the complete deterministic transition table automaton 
associated with ~ defined in Definition 3.3. From Theorem 3.4, this automaton 
accepts L and by hypothesis, it is cyclically open. The right congruence -,. Q associated 
with .~ is equal to -,-. 
Now, let x, :a, v ~ 2;* such that x ~ Q xu ~ Q xv. Assume that x(u*v*)" f~ L # 0 and 
let c be an infinite computation in z~' with the origin qo and the label 
w ~ x(u*v*) ~ r~ L. 
O) ! fwEx(u÷v+) ~ then, since ~ saturates L, we have x(u+v+) ~' =_ L. 
(2) If w ~ x{u, v}*u% Let c, and c~ be the computations with the origin qo and the label 
xu '~ and xv ~, respectively. Since ~~ is deterministic, T_inf(c) = Tinf(cu) ¢ 5"~. 
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Moreover, ~/ is  cyclically open and T_ in f{c . )v  T_inf(c~) is coherent, so for 
any computation c' with the origin qo and the label w' in x(u+v÷F, we 
have T_inf(c')= T_inf(c~Ju T_inf(%)e~'~ and x(u*v*) ° ~_ L. The case 
w ¢ x{u,v}*v ~'is similar. 
So the finite right congruence ~o : ~ is a Landwebcr right congruence of finite 
index. [] 
Ddlaitioo 3,10. A right congruence ~ on 2:* is a co-Landweber right congruence 
saturating/, if the following properties hold: 
( I)  Vu, v e 2;* x 2~*, Vw e ,~'~'. u ~ v implies {uw e L ~ vw ~ L}. 
(2) Vx, u,v ¢ f*,  x .,, xu .,. xv implies {x(u+ v÷~ ~ L ~ 0 =~ x(u*e*g' ~_/.}. 
We denote by co-DRA T the family of the rational ¢~-Ianguages whose complement 
is in DRAT, We say that a transition table automaton ~/= (Q, L6,.q r) is cyclically 
closed if ~" contains together with every element T all its coherent subsets 7" G 7". The 
family co-DRAT has been studied in [15,18,16]. 
Lemma 3.11, I f  ~ is a Lanbweber right congruence saturating on a~-language L then 
.,. is a co-Landweber right congruence saturating the complement L of  L. 
Proof. Let ~ be a Landweber right congruence that saturates L. By definition, we 
have: 
{!) Vu, v¢ 2~*, VwcZ~': u~ c implies {uweL  ,~  vwe L}. 
(2) Vx, u ,v¢~*,  x -.. xu ~ xv implies {x(u*p*F" ~ L ~0 =:. x(u+v+g ' ~- L}. 
Thus, Vu, ve~,*, Vw~ ~,~': u ",- v implies {uwe/7. ~ vwe ~}. Now, let x ,u ,v¢~*  
such that x -- xu ~ xv and x(u ~ v + ~' t~ L :~ O. Since ~ is a Landweber right congru- 
ence, x(u*v*) ~' ~ L = O. Thus, x(u*v*} '~ ~_ L. [] 
Corollary 3.12. Let L be a rational o~,-language. The following three conditions are 
equivalent: 
(!) L~co-DRAT. 
(2) Every right congruence of  Jinite index that saturates L is co-Landweber. 
(3) Every deterministic transition table automaton accepting L is cyclically closed. 
Proof. The fact that (1) 4,. (2) is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.9 and Lemma 
3.11. On what concerning (1) 4- (3), again by Theorem 3.9, ~; suffices to remark that, if 
the deterministic ransition table automaton .~ = (Q, l, ~, ~ is complete and accepts 
L then o-~ =(Q, l ,6 ,2a\~ ") accepts L and ~/ i s  cycl~cafiy open i f f~  is cyclically 
closed. O 
Definition 3.13. A right congruence .,- is an open-closed right conoruence saturating 
L if it satisfies the following properties: 
(1) Yu, v e ~*, Vw ¢ ~'~: u ~ v implies {uw e L .~, vw e L}. 
(2) Vx, u,v¢~*,  x~ xu -.. xv implies {x(u*v*~ ~ L ~0 =~ x(u*c*F' ~- L}. 
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A transition table automaton ~,~' = IQ, h6,.~) is open.closed if it is both cyclically 
open and cyclically closed. Obviously, any open-closed right congruence is both 
Landweber and co-Landweber one, So, combining Theorem 3.9 and Corollary 3.12, 
we obtain tbe following corollary. 
CemUaff  3.14. le t  L be a rational (o-langnaoe. The following three conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) L ¢ DRATr~ co-DRAT. 
(2) Er~ry finite right congruence that saturates L is open-closed. 
(3) Every" deterministic transition table antomaton that accepts L is open-closed. 
R~mark 3.1~ in virtue of Theorem 3.9, we have: With any ~,  a Landweber right 
congruence offinite index saturating L e DRA T(resp. eo-DRA T, DRA T ~ co-DRA TJ, 
is associaled a unique complete cyclically open (vespa closed, open-closed) eterminis- 
tic table transition automaton ~.  accepting L such that ~q = --.  Moreover, the 
right congruence ~~ associated with a cyclically closed deterministic table transition 
automaton accepting L. is a Landweber (resp. co-Landweber, open-closed) right 
congruence. 
4. The cycle ceagtaonce of an automaton 
Defiaifoa 4.1. Let x /= (Q, L6,C) be a automaton and W(~/) the set of accepting 
cycles of ~,~. We define the equivalence r lation .~, in the following way: 
Vq ¢ Q, 6(q, u) = 6(q, v), 
Vu, veF .*  u ~v  ,:~ IVqeQ,  ~t;w'¢2:* such that ww ~,  
| 
Proportion 4.2. I f  ~1 is an automaton accepting L then .~ ~ is a congruence of finite 
index that saturates L
This congruence ~ = is called the cycle congruence of x/. 
Proof. Let ..~(Q, L6,~) be a Bfichi, Mfiller or transition table automaton. The 
equivalence r lation .~ c is a congruence, since for any ,.~; w' ~ 2:*, we have Yq ~ Q, 
$(q, u) = ~(q, t,) ~ Vq ~ Q, ~(q, wuw') = ~(q, wvw') and Vq ¢ Q, Vw, ~r' ¢ 2:* such that 
Ilal ~ ~ r., 3c(q, WUW', q) ~ ~(d)  o 3c'(q, WWV', q) e ~(,~J) implies Yq e Q, Vw, w' ¢ Z*, 
3c(q, wm#bw', q)E W(d)  ¢~ 3c'(q, warbw', q) ~ ~f(xi). 
If two words u, vE'£* satisfy VqeQ,  6(q,u)=6(q,v) and Vq, q '~Q, 
Ty~,(c(q, u, q')) = TymIc'(q, v, q')) then they are equivalent for the congruence ~~. So, it 
is clear that the congruence ~ c is of finite index. 
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it remains to prove that ~,  saturates L. So let m, f cM, .  such that 
~p~' (m)[~o~t(f)] ~ ~ L ~ 0. Since ~.~ is of finite index, we can assume that mr= m 
andf  2 =f.  Moreover, ~o~' (m) and ¢~t( f} are rational languages, t~ Lemma 2.8, we 
just need to prove that UP(qJ~t(m)[~o-~t(f)] ~) c L. it is easy to see that for any 
w ¢ UP(q~-,t(m)[q~-,t(f)]~), there exist x,y ¢ Z* such that w = x~ ~. x ¢ ~p~l (m) and 
y¢~o~t(f). 
Now, since ~o~l,(m)[~7~l,(f)]~ t~ L #~), there exist u,v¢~* such that mf'¢/~ 
u¢c~t(m) and v¢C~t(f).  So, there exist qo¢ i ,  qcQ and a computation 
c=cj (qo ,  uv, q)e2(q,v,q) ~ of the word ut~' such that c,(q,v,q)cW(.~). Any 
w ~ UP(c,-~t(m)Ec,-~t(f)3 ~) has a computation e' = c't(qo,X,q)c~=(q,y,q) ~ such that 
w= xy~, uv ~xandv ".¢ © y. so, c'~(q, y,q) ~ ~ (~ j  and ~o-~,t (m)[ q~-~t ( f )]®" = L. [] 
Remark 4.3. Using Fact 2.6, it is clear that the congruence ~ associated with 
a Bfichi or Mfiller automaton coincides with the relation associated with the corres- 
ponding transition table automaton. 
Remark 4.4. In order to prove Theorem 2.11, Bfichi associated with any Bfichi 
automaton d = (Q, 1, 6, E) the following congruence on X* denoted by ~,u: 
~Vqe(2, 6(q,u) = 6(q,v), 
Vu, vcZ*, u ~ev ¢*" {.Vq¢~, 6(q,u)E=6(q,v)e, 
where 6(q, w)~ is the set of states q' that satisfy the following condition: there exist 
wtw2 = w and e ~ E such that e e 6(q, w~ lnd q" ¢ 6(e, w~). The congruence ~ e is of 
finite index and saturates the oJ-language that ~ accepts. 
For Bfichi automata, it is easy to see that the cycle congruence ~c is larger than the 
Bfichi's congruence ~n. Moreover, the congruence ~c may have strictly less classes 
than ~n: Consider the deterministic Bfichi automaton .~ = (Q.{qo}.6,E), where 
Q = {1,2,3,4}, qo = l, E -- {2,4} and 6 is defined by the following graph: 
The words aa and b have the same computation in d .  Moreover, arty infinite 
computation that use infinitely often the word aa visits infinitely often the state 4 in 
E and any infinite computation that uses infinitely often the word b also visits 
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infinitely often the state 4 in E. So it is clear that aa is equivalent to b for ~, .  But it is 
not the case for the congruence ~:s since the computation ofaa uses the state 2 in E, 
whereas the computation of b uses only the states I and 3 which are not in E. 
~ 4 . S .  Givon a right congruence offinite index --- on £0 and a o~-language L. 
We define the cycle congruence ~-c of ~, by Vu, ve  £+ 
Vw E E~, wu -,.. u.'r, 
u ~-cv ~, Vx ,~;~£ * with I~¢~ *, x , -xwm¢~xwvw'  imply 
{x{wu~" ¢ L .~. x~wvw'y' ¢ L}. 
The congraep.ce -~, is called cyde congruence associated with the right congruence ~.  
Proposition 4~. Let -- a right congruence of finite index that saturates a rational 
a~-Ianouage L The cycle congruence "-~ is of finite index and saturates L. 
Proof. Let ~ be a finite right congruence saturating L and .~ = 
(Q~ ,14,6~ , ,~r ) the deterministic transition table automaton associated with ~.  
This transition table automaton ~,~. accepts L. It is easy to see that the cycle 
congruence -~c associated with the right congruence ~c of A~ coincides with the 
cycle congruence -~. So from Theorem 3.4, it is of finite index and saturates L. [2 
5. On the m~hnitafion problem 
5.1. Introduction and definitions 
Definition 5.L Let .~(Q, LA,.~-J and ~I'(Q',I',3",~-') be two deterministic table 
transition automaton. A deterministic automaton morphism which associates ~/' with 
-.~ is an application ~p from Q into Q' such that (p(Q)= Q', ¢p(l)=-1', 
A" = {(q~(q~a, qJ(q')) such that (q,a,q')¢ A} and ..&" :- {cp(T):. TE ,~" }. 
Fact 5.2. I f  q~ is a deterministic automaton morphism then we have ~(.~)  _~ .~(~p(,~)). 
Definition 5.3. (a) A complete deterministic table transition automaton d accepting 
a rational oJ-language L is s-minimal ifthere does not exist another complete determin- 
istic table transition automaton accepting L with strictly less states than xl. If the 
w-language L admits a unique s-minimal deterministic table transition automaton (up 
to an isomorphism) this automaton is s-minimum. 
(b) A complete deterministic table transition automaton ~/ accepting L is m- 
minimalifany automaton morphism ~p such that ~p(,~L) iscomplete and .~(cp(.~/)) = L, 
is an isomorphism, if the oJ-language L admits a unique m-minimal deterministic 
table transition automaton (up to an isomorphism) this automaton is m-minimum. 
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Fact ~5.4. (I) A re.minimum deterministic transition table automaton accepting a ra- 
tional w-language L is s.minimum. 
(2) A s.minimal deterministic transition table automaton accepting a rational ~- 
lanouaoe L is m-minimal. 
The converse of the two properties of Fact 5.4 does not hold. 
Example 5.-% Consider the w-language L-~ (ae*b)*(a(ee)+b(ab)*~ '. it is accepted 
by the deterministic table transition automaton dl(Ql,qot,~t,,~'t), where 
Q t -- { I, 2, 3}, qe i = { 1 }, .9"t -- { { (I, a. 2); (2, e, 3); (3, e, 2); (2, b, I ) } } and 6, is given by 
the following raph: 
a ~' 
I ~ 2  ~-  ~-~.~3 
~,0  0 ~...... , .~ . .  0 
This co-language is also accepted by the following deterministic table transition 
automaton: d2(~,,qoz, A2,~'2), where 92 ~- {4,5,1,2,3}, qo2 ~- {4}, ~'z --- { {(l,a,2); 
(2,e,3); (3,e,2); (2,b, 1)}} and 6, is given by the following graph: 
0 ~ a G 4 a b I ~.- ....~ 2 ~ -- --...~ 3 
0 ~0 ~0.~ .~. 0 ~_. L j O  
The automaton ~a/! is s-minimum and ~/2 is m-minimal so ~'1 is not m-minimum 
and ,~2 is not s-minimal. 
Obviously, any rational co-language admits a finite number of s-minimal automata, 
but there is not always a unique s-minimal deterministic table transition automaton 
for a given rational co-language. 
Example 5~. Consider the rational m-language {a,b}*(ab) ~.T im m-language has 
seven different s-minimal deterministic table transition automata. 
Two of them are: ~l(Qt,qol,/ll,~P't), where Qt ~-{1,2}, qol = {1}, .~'1-- 
{{(l,a,2); (2,b, 1)}} and 6t is given by the graph 
b ~ _._~.. 0 a 
b 
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and d2iQz,qoz,~lz,5"2k where Qz : {!,2}, qo: = {1}, ,9"2 : {{(Ion,2); (2,/,,!)}: 
{(I,b.2ki2,a, I)}} and 62 is given by the graph 
Remark $.7. The deterministic automaton morphism reductions are not confluent. 
Consider, for instance, the product of the two table transition automata given in 
Example 5.6. This new deterministic automaton also accepts the co-language 
{a.b}*(ab)" and it can be easily reduced, using determint~tic automaton morphisms, in 
.~r. or dz  which ate both m-minimaL 
In the next section, we characaterize the fam~l) of rational to-languages which have 
a m-minimum deterministic transition table automaton and we prove that the other 
rational w-languages admit an infinite number of m-minimal automata. 
5.2. Prefix recognizable to-languages 
5.8. The right congruence of prefixes .~ ~ of an ¢o-languase L is defined by 
Yu, veZ*, u ...Fv ffand only if VwcZ e', uwcL  ~ vwcL. 
The right congruence of prefixes ~ p a rational co-language is of finite index I'17]. 
We denote by.sC'L = (Q_,.l_,.6~,,Sr~,) the complete deterministic transition table 
automaton associated with ~pdefined by (Q~,, I..o, 6..,) is the deterministic transition 
system TS~o and 5r'~ w = {t-inf(c), where c is a computation with origin ~~, and label 
in L}. The right congruence ~o associated with =/L is equal to ~o. 
ik, fmilim 5.9. A rational co-language saturated by its right congruence of prefixes is 
called a prefix recognizable co-language (P-co-language for short). 
Let L be a P-co-language. By definition, the right congruence ~ p saturates L. So the 
deterministic complete transition table automaton .c~/L accepts L. From Theorem 3.4, 
the right congruence ~p is larger than any right congruence which saturates L, so the 
automaton .s~L is the homomorphic image of any deterministic transition table 
automaton accepting L, so it is m-minimum and s-minimum. 
Fact 5.10. Let L be a P-oManguage. Then the automaton ~/, accepts L, it is the 
homomorphic image of any deterministic table transition automaton accepting L and so 
d ,  is m-minimum. 
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Remark 5.11. Clearly, any w-language accepted by a deterministic table transition 
automaton ~L such that -..e - ~p is a P'-o~-Ianguage. 
Let ~ = (Q, {qo},& ~') be a deterministic table transition automaton accepting an 
to-language L. For all x ~ 2~*, we denote by Q~., the set of states q~ Q such that there 
exists w e x~., ~atisfying 6(qo, w) -- q. Since ~'  is deterministic, we have the following 
property: Vq e~ Q~.,, Vw ~ E*, 6~qo, w) = q ~. w c x . . .  
Fact 5.1Z I f  ¢ is a deterministic a~wmaton morphism such that .~(~/I = -~'(~P(,,'~')) 
then Vx ~ E*, ¢ (~. , )  = Q~.,. 
Lemma 5.13. i f  L is not P-co-language then there exist x ~ £* and u,v ~ E+ with x .~ p 
xu ~. p xv ana u[l] # vrl] satisfying, for any deterministic table transMon automaton 
a/--- (Q, {qo }° 6, ~ ¢ccepting L, Vq ~ Q~.,, 6(q, u) -- q =~ 6(q, v) # q. 
Proof. Let L be a rational co-language which is not a P-oJ-language. Then, the right 
congruence ofprefixes of L does not saturate L. So, by definition, there exist x ¢ E* 
and u,v~E + satisfying x~pxu~pxv such that x(u+v+I~c~L~eO and 
x(u+v + )w r~ Z. ~ 0. Let w be the longest common prefix of u and v. Let u = wu' and 
v ~- wv'. l fu' # ~ and e' ~ e then we have x((wu')+(we')*~ = xw{{u'w)+{e'w)+g ") and 
it is clear, replacing respectively, x, u and v by xw', u'w' and wrY, that we can choose 
u and v such that u[l]  # vii]. It is not possible to have both u' = ~ and v' = ~ since, in 
this case, x((wu') + (we') + )'~ = {xw ~'}. Now, if u is a prefix of v (or v t~ a prefix of u) one 
can set v = uuPu'w with u'u" = u, p >t 0 and u"[l]  # w[l]o So we have x(u+v+~ = 
xu ~ + l u'((u"u')+ (wu p+ lu'))~' and, replacing respectively, x, u and v by xu p~ x u', i('u" and 
wu p+ tu' it is clear that we can choose u and v such that u[ l ]  ~ vl'l:]. 
Now, let d = (Q,{qo},6,~') be a deterministic table transition automaton such 
that .C~'(~J) = L. Assume there exists q ~ Q~. • such that 6(q, u) = q and 6(q, v) = q. 
Since, x(u+~+)~nL~ and q~Q~.,,  we have Vw¢(u+v+) ~, t_ in f (q ,w)= 
t_inf(q, (uv) ~) ¢ ~" so V w ~ (u + v + ~', xw e L. A contradiction. [] 
Theorem 5.14. Let L be rational co-language, i l L  is not a P-~language then L admits 
an infinite number of  re.minimal deterministic table transition automata. 
Proof. Let L be a rational co-language which is not a P-co-language. Let ~u,  vEZ + 
such that x ~~ xu ~p xv and u[ l ]  ~ vi i]  satisfying the condition of Lemma 5.13. 
Let x = xt ..-xt and u = ul ---un and v --- vl ---vm. Let .& = {Q, {qo},6,~ r) be a de- 
terministic table transition automaton such that .~,(.~r) _- L. 
Assume that L has a finite number of m~minimal deterministic table transition 
automata. Let I - 1 be the number of states of the biggest m-minhnal deterministic 
table transition automaton of L. 
We will construct a deterministic table transition automaton accepting L with 
a number of states greater than I. Such an automaton is not m.minimal, but we will 
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J 
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Fig. I. 
prove that it cannot be reduced using automaton morphism, so we will obtain 
a contraction with our  hypothesis. The construction of this automaton is partially 
illustrated by Fig. L 
So let .~ = ((~, ~qo }, 6.~P) be the complete deterministic table transition automaton 
defined by 
. (~ -= Q v {~o . . . . .  ~w,} u U~:~ +! {#o ~, .... q~} u {Po . . . . .  P,a} u iqo, .... ~ ;  such that 
' " ° '+ '  {q'o'; . . . .  ,~."} u {po . . . . .  p .}  ~ {¢'o . . . .  q,~ = ¢. ( l )  Q, ' ,  ({#o . . . . .  6.} '..' v ,= l  ,- '") 
(2) ~k-  , ,,~, -so = Po = P~, -- qo = q~. ";In 
. ~: (~ x Z into (~ is defined by 
(2) vt ~< i .<~ ! + 1, Vl ~< j ~< n, ~(qg~ u[ j ] )  = ¢~", 
(3) v l  <~ j <~ m, ~(po, v [ j ] )  = pj, 
(4) VI ~< j ~< n, 6(q'o, ur j ] )  = q~, 
(5) VO ~< / < k, Va ~ xj+ t, ~,(qo,X[/]a) = 6(qo, XEj]a), 
(6J V0 <~ j < n, Va ~ uj+ ,, V 1 <~ i ~ I, 6(qg~, a l l ]a )  = a(qo, xu[jJa), 
O) 'Ca ~ ul, 'Ca ~ vl, 6(¢g+ n a) = 6(Co, xa), 
(s) v0  < j < m. Va ~ v~+ ,. ~(qg+ " .v [ / ]a}  = 6(qo, XV[/]a), 
(9) V0 < j < n, Va ~ n~+ l, 6(g~+ ID, u[ j ]a )  = 6(qo, xu[ j ]a) ,  
(t0) Va ~ ut, 6(qg+ ",ua) = 6(~o, xa), 
(11) V0 < j < n, Va p u~+ t, 6(q~), u[ j ]a )  = 6(qo, xu[ j ]a) .  
.~ = #" u U u V with U = {t_in~(~o, XU")}, if xu ~ ~ L and U = 0 otherwise and 
V-  {t-mf(~o,Xdd*)}, if x~ ~' e L and V = 0 otherwise. 
The structure in ~ '  associated with the items (1)-(4) of the definition of 6 is 
illustrated by Fig. 1. The items (5)-(11) describe a connection, with respect of %,  of 
the previously d~,cribed structure to the automaton .~. 
By construction, the automaton .~ is complete and, since u[ l ]  ~ v i i i ,  ~ is 
deterministk: and it satisfies: 
(Pl) Vw~Z*, 6(~o,W) = qcQ implies 6(qo, w) = q' and q,q' ~Q~.~,. 
(P2) Vw~X~: t - in f (#o,W)~Q=O ..~ {~.~xt/v*u~ or w=.x.utv~}. 
Let us prove that L = .~q'(J~): 
Let w c ,,,~(,~' L Two cases may be considered. 
(a) 3v' ~ 2:*, v" e Z ° such that w = v'v'" and 6(~o, v') = q ~ Q. 
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In this case, we have t_inf(~o , w) c: Q. Since, w ¢ .~(~) ,  t_inf(Flo ~ w) belongs to ..~. 
But, from (Pl), we also have 6(qo, v') = q' with q,q" e Qr'.. ,, so t_inf(qo, w) E .~r implies 
t_tnf(~o,w)~ r and w ¢ .2'(~t~ 
(b) Vv' ¢ J~*, v" ~ 27' such that w -- v'v" we have ~(~/o,V')¢ Q.
Then, from (P2~, we have w c xutv*~ or w = xut~. Since, for any p >/0, xu~v p ~px, 
by construction, w e L. 
Conversely, let w c ~e'(.~g). If we xutv*u " or w = xutv " then, by construction, 
w f .~(,~) else we have t-inf(qo, W) ~_ Q. In this case, there xist v' ¢ 2~*, v" c Z ~' such 
that w --- v'v" and S(Flo, t~) =~ qcQ. But, from {Pi), we also have 6(qo, e') --- q" with q, 
q'¢Q¢.,, .¢o t_inf(q:,, w)E~" implies t-inf(4o, w)¢ ,9" and w = v'~'¢ .2'(.~). 
Since L admits a finite number of m-minimal deterministic table transition auto- 
mata and since I - 1 is the cardinality of the biggest one, there exist a deterministic 
automaton morphism q, and a m-minimal automaton ,-'¢',m = (Qm, {qo. }, 6., 3".) ac- 
cepting L such that O{qo Uj) = O(q~o +sj) with I ~ j < j + h ~< I + 1 (we choosej, h as 
short as possible). 
Moreover, ~t is a detet~ministie automaton morphism, ~(~oJ, u ~) = q~o +k' and 
~(q~+~ u,+ t..j-s+ t) _._ q~nt+ ), so there xists 0 ~< :t < hsuch that ~(~o j+')) = ~,(q~ +11~. 
Now, 6m(~(q~ + n),u) = ~(~(~+ ~,u)) = ~+ t) = ~o+~ so from the determinism of~,, 
Vj ~ s <~ I + 1, (~(q~) ~, ~(q~t+ o), In particular, we have ~{q~) = ~,(~(~,v)) = 
~,(q~" ~)= 0(~(~ +'~,u)). So ~.(O(~'~u) = o.(¢,(q~v) = ¢,(qg'). Since ~'. is a de- 
terministic table transition automaton accepting L, ~t(~ot~ ) e Q ,~. ,  and x,u,v satisfy 
the hypothesiz of Lemma 5.13 so there is a contradiction. Finally, L has an infinite 
number of m-minimal deterministic table transition automata. E] 
In Fact 5,10, we show that a P-w-language has a m-minimal deterministic table 
transition automaton so we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.15. A rational oManguage has a m-minimum deterministic table transition 
~/ iff it is a rational P-co-language. 
Example 5.16. Let L = {a,b}*(ab) ~'. This o.~-Ianguage is not a P-t.~-language, it has an 
infinite number of minimal automaton. Let d t= {Qt, lt,6z,.9"t) be the deterministic 
table transition automaton, where Q: =. {O, I, 2, .... l , l+ l}u{q;q"},  It={0}, 
~'a = {{(q',a,q"), (q",b,q')}  and where 6: is defined by the graph 
b a b 
- - -o - - . , .o  =o  . . .  o =o  ......... j 
! 
b 
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The automaton . ft has been obtained using the construction of Theorem 5.14 fcr the 
following deterministic table transition automaton ,~f = {Q,i ,6, , f ' )  with Q = {q',q"}, 
! = {~,  ~" -- { g(q',a.q"), (q".b,q')} and where 6 is defined by the following graph: 
a 
it is easy to see that. for an)' ! ~< O0 the deterministic table transition automaton ~t is 
m-minimal. 
$3, Some properties of  P-oT-languages 
Fact 5.1% The family of rational P-co-languages is closed by complement and tl is not 
closed b), interseclion. 
The fact that the family of rationa! P-~-languai~es is clo~c~ by complement, is
a direct consequence of l.~mma 3.11o The family of rational P-¢o-languages is not 
dosed by intmseclion: 
Exwt~ 5.18. Consider the following oJ-languages Lt = {a,b}*(ab) ~ + (a*b}*e ~ and 
L2--- {a,b}*(ab) ~ +(b*a)+c% It is easy to see that Lt and Lz are P-oJ-languages 
whereas their intersection L: c~ L2 = {a,b}*(ab) ~" is the (o-language considered in 
Example 5.6 which is not a P-~-language. 
Fact ~19. 7~e family DRAT f~ Co~DRAT is included in the family of P-o~ianguages 
and this inclusion is strict. 
In [14], it is shown that the oJ*languages in DRAT~ Co-DRATare accepted by 
a unique (el: to isomorphism) deterministic Mfiller automaton ~u such that 
-~ Q -- ~ ,  so this family is included in one of the P-(o-languages ( ee Fact 2.5). But 
there xist o,-lan~Jages which are not in DRA T ~ Co-DRA Taccepted by a determin- 
istic MfiHer automaton such that ~ q ~- ~ ,, 
Example 5,20. Consider, for instance, the oJ-language L = {a, ba}*o% This o~,*lan, 
guage is not in DRAT, but it is a P-~J-language. It is accepting by the Mfiller 
automaton ~'L ---'- (Q, 1, 6, a) with Q = { I. 2}, ! ~- { I }, 8 -- { { 1 } } and where 6 is defined 
by the graph 
b 
a ~ ~ 0  
a 
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if we consider Mfiller automata, we can define a family of m-languages analogous to 
the P-m-languages. This family is constituted by the o~languages accepted by a deter- 
ministic Mtiller automaton such that ~o = ~p. Such o~languages, here called 
Pu-m-languages, have been studied in [8]. They clearly admit a m-minimum deter- 
ministic Mfiller automaton which accepts them and satisfies ~Q ~- ~p [3, 8]. More- 
over, it is easy to rewrite the proof of Theorem 5.14 using Mfiller automata so we have 
the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.21. Let L be rational to.language. I f  L is not a PM-m-language then 
L admits an infinite number of m-minimal deterministic Mfiller automata. 
In this paper we choose to consider cable transition automata, the reason lies in the 
tbllowing fact. 
Fa~ 5.22. The family of rational PM-os,languages, i  strictly included in the family of 
rational P-w-languages. 
Using Fact 2.5, the inclusion is clear. Now, consider the oJ-language L = {a,b}*a ~. 
It is a rations| P-w-language. Its right congruence ofprefixes has only one class {a, b}* 
and it is accepted by a deterministic table transition automaton with one state and 
two transitions on this state, respectively, labelled a and b. But the corresponding 
Mfiller automaton does not accept L. [~ 
Faet 5.23. (1) There exist ¢o-languafes not being P-m-language which admits a unique 
s-minimal deterministic transition table automaton (cf~ Example 5.5~ 
(2) There exist rational m-language~ which have several s-minimal automata (cf. 
Example 5.6). 
Proposition 5XA, Let L be a P~,languageo Then the syntactic ongruence ~ of L, the 
cycle congruence ,~ of the automaton ,ell are equal, 
Proof. Since ~, is larger than ~c, it is sufficient o prove that for any u, veX*o 
u ~,v  implies u ~c v. We first have, Vw~2;*, Vw'eX ~', wu~eL  ~ win, f eL. 
Hence, for any weE*, we have wu ~~, wv. So in ~'L, we have 6(qo~W) --- 6(qo, WV). 
Next, we have Vx, w, w' ¢ X* such that ww ~ ~ ~., x(wutt~)  • L ¢~ x(wvw') ~' ¢ L. 
Now, since ~L is deterministic, ~ there exists a cycle c(q, wmt,', q)~ ~f(~L) then there 
exists x • 2;* such that &(qo, x) = q and x(wu~) ~~ L. Since, for any • • ~*, we have 
6(qo, ~u) = 6(qo. ;~v) and 6(qo, xwu) = 6(qo,XWV). Thus, there exists c'(q. ww.'q) • ~. 
But, from the definition of ~,,  we have x(wvw'~ • L. So. c'(q, w~t,', q) is an accepting 
cycle of ~¢'L. [] 
Fact 5.25. There exist rational re.languages not being P, os-language which have a m- 
minimal deterministic table transition automaton such tha~ ~, ~ -- ~ ,. 
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Example 50.6. Consider the to-language L --- {a. b}*(ab) ~u {a. h}*c {c, aa, oh, bao hb}* 
c ~. This o~-language is accepted by the s-minimal deterministic table transition 
automaton: ,~---(Q,{qo},6.,~'), where Q--{ I ,2 ,3.4},  qe~l ,  ~ '~{{( I ,a ,2 ) ;  
(2,b. !)}; {(I,ho2j; (2,a. I)}; {(3.t',3)~} and 6 is defined by the graph 
b O2 
The to-language L is not a P-to-language since the class of ~ for the right congruence 
of prefixes is {o,b}*. The cycle congruence of the automaton d is equal to the 
syntactic congruence of L. it is an open problem to characterize the family of 
oJ-languages which have a deterministic accepting table transition automaton such 
that its cycle congruence is the syntactic ongruence of the considered o~-Ianguage. 
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